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Dear Exhibitor,

In the enclosed form, you will find your company's data as per our records. The correctness of the data
should be checked and confirmed in due course as they otherwise might be deleted automatically from
the
records during the next data detection process.
The update of your data will ensure the correctness of your information in order to secure and maintain
a
problem-free communication with all visitors interested in your company.

It is very important and within your own interest to verify the validity of your data and to undertake all
possible and necessary modifications under www.inter-fairs.com. Your free listing
shall be shown among
our priority search results as soon as your modifications have been received. Please use the enclosed
order form if you wish to place an order for a payable inserlion. Modifying data free of charge can
only be
done online. The International Fairs Directory is not associated to any fair organizer or organization and is
the largest global tool for fair enquiries.
We thank you for your trust and the update of your data.

* We are not affiliated to any
trade show organizer. Modifying
data free of charge can only be
done online.

* The mentioning of the fair
above
is simply done for the benefit of the

organizer. This does not violate any

copyright or trademark laws.

* Your company is already preregistered under www.inter-

fairs.com in a free listing of your
basic information.

Contact: MULPOR Company S.A. - Araucana lZ77 - Cp ll4OO Montevideo - Uruguay
- phone: +59g 2605 743g
Fax: +598 2605 7475 - info@inter-fairs.com - RUT: 217614540013 - IFD is a protected trademark product
of MULPOR Company S.A.

Return envelope erlctosed.
No postage rEqurired.
This form is only for your correct listing as an individual payable advertisement
entry.
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Please send us any additional material of your
like business car(, brochure, photos, video

Place, date
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